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Abstract

In this paper we compare Oxford Lex-
ico and Merriam Webster dictionaries
with Princeton WordNet with respect to
the description of semantic (dis)similarity
between polysemous and homonymous
senses that could be inferred from them.
WordNet lacks any explicit description of
polysemy or homonymy, but as a network
of linked senses it may be used to compute
semantic distances between word senses.
To compare WordNet with the dictionaries,
we transformed sample entry microstruc-
tures of the latter into graphs and cross-
linked them with the equivalent senses of
the former. We found that dictionaries are
in high agreement with each other, if one
considers polysemy and homonymy alto-
gether, and in moderate concordance, if
one focuses merely on polysemy descrip-
tions. Measuring the shortest path lengths
on WordNet gave results comparable to
those on the dictionaries in predicting se-
mantic dissimilarity between polysemous
senses, but was less felicitous while recog-
nising homonymy.

1 Introduction

We talk about polysemy when different word
senses are semantically related. Homonymy is the
opposite phenomenon in which etymologically un-
related senses are signified by the same word-form
(Lyons, 1995, pp. 54-60).1 The main source of

1For the needs of this paper, we define homonyms (ho-
mographs) as a pair of senses which are characterised by the
same part of speech, share the same lemma, but are not related
semantically and etymologically (Svensén, 2009, pp. 96-7).
A pair of polysemous senses (polysemes) – on the contrary
– is constituted by the two senses of the same POS category,
sharing the same lemma, semantically related and of the same
etymology.

homonyms is the diachronic process of word short-
ening due to their frequent use (Fenk-Oczlon and
Fenk, 2008, p. 59). Though homonyms are fre-
quent in text and speech, they remain a tough nut to
crack for Natural Language Processing (Hauer and
Kondrak, 2020; Klimenkov and Pokid, 2019; Mc-
Carthy, 2006; Mihalcea, 2003). One of the reasons
is that wordnets lack any explicit links between the
related meanings of the same word and do not dis-
cern between the two types of lexical ambiguity
(Freihat et al., 2013).

The goals of this paper are two-fold: (i) we
check the degree of agreement between poly-
semy descriptions in two general English dictio-
naries, namely Oxford Lexico and American En-
glish Merriam-Webster Dictionary, and in Word-
Net, (ii) we test the applicability of WordNet
in measuring semantic similarity between senses
(that is assessing polysemy vs. homonymy dis-
tinctions). For these purposes, we have created
a data set of 57 nouns, noted by the three lexi-
cons (Sec. 3.1). We represented dictionary mi-
crostructures as graphs with the equivalent Word-
Net synsets attached to them (Sec. 3.2). The ap-
proach resulted in 889 sense pairs in total. The set
of the mapped synsets served as a common denom-
inator for the subsequent comparisons between the
three lexical resources. Measuring distances be-
tween particular sense pairs allowed us to com-
pare the polysemy/homonymy description in the
two dictionaries with the structural description in
WordNet (via lexico-semantic relations, Sec. 3.3
and 4).2 It turned out that the dictionaries are in
high concordance with each other, if we consider
the homonymy-polysemy distinction, and in mod-
erate agreement, if we look at polysemy descrip-
tions (in terms of Spearman‘s correlation coeffi-
cient). WordNet did not differ much from Lex-

2The resource was published under the CC-BY 4.0
licence and is available from: https://github.com/
MarekMaziarz/HomoPoly.
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ico and Merriam-Webster in its capability to de-
scribe similarity between polysemous senses. It
was homonymy that made the difference (Sec. 5).

2 Related Work

In Natural Language Processing accessing word or
sense dissimilarity via measuring distances in lex-
ical networks is a well-known procedure (Meng
et al., 2013; Pedersen et al., 2004; Richardson
et al., 1994). Among many measures, some are
of special interest for semantic relatedness assess-
ment, that is path-based indices (the shortest-path,
Wu-Palmer’s, Leakcock-Chodorow’s or Li’s mea-
sures) and information content-based measures
(Resnik’s, Lin’s or Jiang’s methods, see Meng
et al. (2013)). In the context of recognising pol-
ysemous sense proximity, Wu-Palmer’s measure
was used to calculate concept similarity within
the taxonomy of The Historical Thesaurus of En-
glish (Ramiro et al., 2018). Each sense was com-
pared with all other word senses, then the obtained
matrices of similarity were used to arrange poly-
semous word meanings into a chain of extended
senses. In (Youn et al., 2016) polysemy networks
for many world languages were compared with
the use of path distances between Swadesh’ con-
cepts mapped to them. The authors found the dis-
tance distribution of polysemy structures univer-
sal across languages, despite clearly different geo-
graphical and cultural conditions. Out of various
measures of semantic relatedness, we made use
of one of the simplest – the shortest path length.
Since our graphs were weighted, we utilised Di-
jkstra’s distance algorithm (Dijkstra et al., 1959)
which finds the geodesics for weighted networks.
We applied it to measuring semantic distances in
both English dictionaries and in WordNet.

Many traditional dictionaries depict word senses
in the form of nested clusters of definitions. Start-
ing from the basic sense (Atkins, 2008, p. 41),
(Svensén, 2009, pp. 363-4), they unfold a network
of inter-dependencies in the form of a sense hierar-
chy. In such structured polysemy nets main senses
are linked into meaning chains with groups of sub-
senses attached to them (Svensén, 2009, p. 211-2,
350-1, 363). Hierarchical sense differentiation is
more intuitive for dictionary users than a flat ar-
rangement. In such a set-up senses are ordered
according to their semantic “closeness” (Atkins,
2008, p. 41). Lexico and Merriam-Webster both
represent this type of polysemy structuring.

The problem of consistency of lexicographic en-
tries is widely acknowledged (Stock, 2008). The
same word may be differently treated in different
dictionaries (Svensén, 2009, pp. 205-6). Splitting
or merging senses is not an easy task even for a spe-
cialist. The issue seems highly intuitive and deci-
sions are supposed to be highly arbitrary. This is
not entirely true. In distinguishing senses lexicog-
raphers rely on specific rules, like observing usage
restrictions (e.g., for specialised vocabulary), dif-
ferences in syntactic frames (cf. transitive - intran-
sitive frame) or other grammatical properties, like
grammatical number (cf. pluralia and singularia
tantum) (Svensén, 2009; Jackson, 2002). Yet an-
other way to tame lexicographers’ intuitions is to
rely on taxonomic and other sense relationships, in
such a way genus proximum (a hypernym) and dif-
ferentia specifica (a meronym/holonym, antonym
etc.) might be captured (Stock, 2008, p. 153).

The lexicographic process of splitting and clus-
tering senses was widely studied in the context
of Word Sense Disambiguation (e.g. Passonneau
et al. (2010)). We relate to several research studies
which are most relevant to our approach. Resnik
and Yarowsky (1999) proposed a method of mea-
suring sense distances on Hector – a hierarchical
dictionary (Atkins, 1992, cf. Tab. 3). They pos-
tulated that the penalty applied to a homonymous
pair should be much higher than the cost of a poly-
semy step. In some aspects our methodology re-
sembles this approach to the construction of an
adjacency matrix.3 Chugur et al. (2002) counter-
argued against the possibility of an honest measure
based on hierarchical dictionaries. The argument
is as follows: since in metaphorical shifts extended
senses completely change their semantic domain,
dictionary provided sense relations do not mirror
mental lexicon sense proximities. To this plea we
answer that polysemy topologies are often multi-
centred (Brugman and Lakoff, 2006) and are gov-
erned by their own rules (naming ̸= knowing, see
(Malt et al., 1999)).

Véronis (1998) executed experiments in the as-
sessment of the number of word senses obtained
from a tagged corpus which was collated with dic-
tionary data (Petit Larousse). The Spearman’s

3We give homonymy links the distance of infinity, trans-
formed later into the value of maximum distance of the whole
polysemy network plus one. The crucial difference lies in the
fact that we attach subsenses directly to the main sense, while
Resnick and Yarowsky chained them. However, the idea to
derive semantic dissimilarity measure out of the existing dic-
tionaries and their hierachies remains the same.



rank correlation equal to 0.5 was reported for
nouns. In various SENSEVAL editions research
teams also reported rather mediocre agreement
values between annotators (Artstein and Poesio,
2008, p. 587), e.g., Mihalcea et al. (2004) in
SENSEVAL-3 observed ca. 70% ITA (percentage
agreement) and κ = 0.58; similar results were ob-
tained by Palmer et al. (2007). According to Art-
stein and Poesio (2008), “[w]ord sense tagging is
one of the hardest annotation tasks.”

3 Method
3.1 Lexico and Merriam-Webster Graphs
Two dictionaries were used to obtain distances be-
tween PWN senses: Oxford Lexico4 and American
English dictionary – Merriam-Webster5.6 25 lem-
mas representing polysemy/homonymy distinction
in English, according to these dictionaries, were
chosen (the set SHP ), as well as 31 solely polyse-
mous noun lemmas (the set SP ).7 For each lemma
two distinct graph structures were constructed out
of the dictionaries, taking into account sense order-
ings. Both dictionaries apply similar lexicographic
rules. Senses of different etymology are split into
distinct entries. Then, main senses are ordered into
a chain, according to their semantic closeness (cf.
(Atkins, 2008, p. 41)), starting from the primal
sense. Subsenses, if they exist, are attached to their
superordinate meanings. The whole sense arrange-
ment reflects semantic relationships, sense proxim-
ity and dissimilarity, being the result of the evolu-
tionary sense extending process (as seen by each
dictionary lexicographer team).

For instance, for the noun sink we found in
Lexico the following microstructure8:

sink2 noun

• 1. ‘A fixed basin with a water supply and out-
flow pipe’;

4https://www.lexico.com/
5https://www.merriam-webster.com/
6The dictionary entries were manually copy-pasted from

the sites and then transformed into relation triples using reg-
ular expressions.

7The full list of the chosen words is as follows: angle,
band, bank, bark, bat, board, can, chapter, chop, clip, con-
cealment, crest, cylinder, date, degree, duck, fall, fame, file,
fly, gloss, intellect, lump, master, match, palm, pasturage,
plant, ring, rock, rose, saw, scale, score, sentence, shilling,
sink, skimmer, spring, stage, stalk, table, term, tie, tongue,
trepan, trip, tune, veneer, vermin, victim, voucher, well, whirl,
wrapping and wreck.

8https://www.lexico.com/definition/sink

• 2. ‘A pool or marsh in which a river’s water
disappears by evaporation or percolation;

• 2.1. technical ‘A body or process which acts
to absorb or remove energy or a particular
component from a system’;

• 3. short for sinkhole;

• 4. ‘A place of vice or corruption’;

• 4.1. British usually as modifier ‘A school or
estate situated in a socially deprived area’.

We transformed it into the set of bidirectional re-
lations in such a manner that main meanings were
linked into chains of consecutive senses (1 ←→
2 ←→ 3 ←→ 4), and subsenses were joint to their
superordinates (2.1 ←→ 2 and 4.1 ←→ 4). Sub-
senses were dealt differently. In a polysemy graph
they were given equal distances from their super-
ordinate sense.9

3.2 Mapping PWN onto Dictionaries
PWN nominal senses representing the same lemma
were mapped on the Lexico graph by two profes-
sional linguists in three steps (the set SHP ). (1)
In the first phase, the mapping of the homonymous
lemmas was done independently by the two anno-
tators, then (2) disagreement cases were again in-
dependently annotated for the second time. (3) Fi-
nally, in the 3rd phase the remaining discrepancies
were resolved in discussion. Cohen’s κ was not
worse than 0.8 in the task. Figure 1 presents the
growth of kappa from the stage (1) to (2). Having
assumed high agreement between lexicographers,
polysemous senses from the set SP were mapped
by one of the annotators.

Thus, PWN sense sink-n-2 (‘technology a pro-
cess that acts to absorb or remove energy or a sub-
stance from a system’) was linked to the sense
sink2-n-2-1, while PWN sink-n-1 (‘plumbing fix-
ture consisting of a water basin fixed to a wall...’)
was mapped onto the Lexico sense sink2-n-1 re-
sulting in the following graph structure (0s and 1s
in superscripts represent relation weights) and Di-
jkstra’s distance of two steps between the WordNet
senses.

9In large hierarchies chaining subsenses would lead to in-
adequate similarity measures. Consider a hypothetical mi-
crostructure G = (V,E): V = {1, 2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3},
E = {1 ←→ 2, 2 ←→ 3, 2.1 ←→ 2, 2.2 ←→ 2.1, 2.3 ←→ 2.2}.
Let us measure the distance between the sense 2 and its sub-
sense 2.3, which is dist(2.3, 2) = 3 steps. On the other hand,
main senses 3 and 2 are only dist(3, 2) = 1 step ahead of each
other, which seems counter-intuitive.

https://www.lexico.com/
https://www.merriam-webster.com/
https://www.lexico.com/definition/sink
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Figure 1: Cohen’s κ measure of the agree-
ment between two independent annotators for the
WordNet-Lexico (LEX) and WordNet-Merriam-
Webster (MW) nouns mappings, set SHP .

• sink2-n-1 1←→ sink2-n-2

• sink2-n-2-1 1←→ sink2-n-2

• sink2-n-2 1←→ sink2-n-3

• sink2-n-3 1←→ sink2-n-4

• sink2-n-4 1←→ sink2-n-4-1

• sink2-n-1 0←→ PWN-sink-n-1

• sink2-n-2-1 0←→ PWN-sink-n-2

The corresponding Merriam-Webster mi-
crostructure is the following10:

sink2 noun

• 1a. ‘a pool or pit for the deposit of waste or
sewage: cesspool’;

• 1b. ‘a ditch or tunnel for carrying off sewage:
sewer’;

• 1c. ‘a stationary basin connected with a drain
and usually a water supply for washing and
drainage’;

• 2. ‘a place where vice, corruption, or evil col-
lects’;

• 3. ‘sump: the lowest part of a mine shaft into
which water drains’;

10https://www.merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/sink

• 4a. ‘a depression in the land surface espe-
cially : one having a saline lake with no out-
let’;

• 4b. ‘sinkhole’;

• 5. ‘a body or process that acts as a storage
device or disposal mechanism: such as’;

• 5a. ‘heat sink broadly : a device that collects
or dissipates energy (such as radiation)’;

• 5b ‘a reactant with or absorber of a substance
forests are a sink for carbon dioxide’.

From which we obtain the relational graph of
polysemy instances:

• sink2-n-2 1←→ sink2-n-1

• sink2-n-3 1←→ sink2-n-2

• sink2-n-4 1←→ sink2-n-3

• sink2-n-5 1←→ sink2-n-4

• sink2-n-1-a 1←→ sink2-n-1

• sink2-n-1-b 1←→ sink2-n-1

• sink2-n-1-c 1←→ sink2-n-1

• sink2-n-4-a 1←→ sink2-n-4

• sink2-n-4-b 1←→ sink2-n-4

• sink2-n-5-a 1←→ sink2-n-5

• sink2-n-5-b 1←→ sink2-n-5

• sink2-n-1-c 0←→ PWN-sink-n-1

• sink2-n-5 0←→ PWN-sink-n-2

• sink2-n-5-a 0←→ PWN-sink-n-2

• sink2-n-5-b 0←→ PWN-sink-n-2

This example shows that while in Lexico the
relation between the senses ‘plumbing fixture’
and ‘the absorption or removal of energy’ is
seen as more direct (through the Lexico sense
sink2-n-2 ‘a pool or marsh’), the corresponding
path in Merriam-Webster is much longer due to
more fine-grained sense distinctions and differ-
ent conceptualisation of the sense extending path
(via the senses: 5 ‘body/process’ ←→ 4 ‘depres-
sion/sinkhole’←→ 3 ‘sump’←→ 2 ‘place of evil’←→

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sink
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sink


1 ‘cesspool/ditch/basin’←→ 1-c ‘drainage basin’, 5
steps in total).

We assumed that senses s1 ∈ PWN and s2 ∈
Dict were to be considered equivalent iff their ex-
tensions had a non-empty and non-trivial intersec-
tion. Let S1 = {x : s1(x)} and S2 = {x : s2(x)}
be the sets of denotata of concepts s1 and s2, re-
spectively. They were mapped iff

S1 ∩ S2 /∈ ∅ ⇔
∃x[(s1(x) =⇒ s2(x)) ∧ (s2(x) =⇒ s1(x))]

(1)
and the set of shared denotata S1 ∩ S2 was intu-
itively not to small. The specificity of the task of
linking dictionaries limited the space of choices
only to different senses of the same word in Word-
Net (PWN ) and in Lexico or Merriam-Webster
(Dict), hence the requirement of non-triviality was
easy to employ. Such an approach resulted in
many-to-many mappings. An example of the pro-
cess is shown in Fig. 2 (the noun stalk).

3.3 Semantic Distance
Having constructed semantic nets for both dictio-
naries and having mapped them onto PWN synsets
we turned to measuring semantic distance between
nodes in the graphs. For each PWN sense pair
we calculated Dijkstra’s distance. For 57 nominal
lemmas we obtained, through combinatorics, 889
sense pairs and corresponding 889 distance values
between the meanings. Homonymy groups con-
stituted separate graphs, thus some possible paths
were disjoint. Homonymy paths were given infi-
nite lengths, while polysemy couplings obtained
finite distance values. There were also cases of
missed PWN meanings (a dictionary lacked any
description of a given PWN sense). In such a sit-
uation we treated isolated (missed) sense exactly
like homonymous ones. Table 1 jointly presents
cardinalities of sets of finite (“<Inf”) and infinite
paths (“Inf”). As a result, we got 85% identi-
cal choices (the percentage agreement) and Co-
hen’s κ = 0.67. Half of the remaining dis-
agreement instances were missed senses (61 cases)
and the other half were cases of real discrepan-
cies in the homonymy/polysemy distinction (68 in-
stances). Such a high agreement suggests that the
dictionaries were pretty consistent in describing
pairs of senses either as homonymous or polyse-
mous.

Figure 3 represents a 2D histogram of actual
Dijkstra’s distances for the whole set of pairs.

LEX
<Inf Inf

MW Inf 42 224
<Inf 536 87

Table 1: Disjoint (“Inf”) and finite (“<Inf”) paths
between PWN senses in Lexico (“LEX”) and
Merriam-Webster (“MW”).

Homonymy couplings are posited in the top-right
corner of the square. For the needs of correla-
tion measurements, we transposed infinitives into
finite values, i.e. Inf → max(dist) + 1, which
for Lexico was 8, and for Merriam-Webster was 9.
Merriam-Webster has slightly longer sense chains
than Lexico (because of deeper sense hierarchies).
The concordance between Lexico and Webster was
measured with Spearman’s and Pearson’s correla-
tions (ρ = .60, r = .60).

Since investigating the coverage of a dictionary
in terms of the noticed senses was not the aim of
this research, we linked missed senses manually to
the closest PWN senses (with weights equal to 1).
This supplementary set of missed sense linkages
was used in consecutive experiments as the shared
extension of both dictionary graphs and Princeton
WordNet. Having attached the set, we obtained the
correlation of ρ = .71 and r = .80, see Table 2.
The calculations show that our dictionaries give a
similar semantic depiction of polysemy (lower dis-
tance values) and unrelated homonymous mean-
ings (maximal distances).

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between
Lexico and Merriam-Webster after the removal
of senses with infinite paths (homonymy cases).
Now, correlations decrease to moderate values
(ρ = 0.43 and r = 0.41). This proves that par-
ticular paths in each dictionary for the very same
sense pair must differ (as we saw in the case of the
PWN noun sink, senses 1 and 2).

4 Comparison with WordNet

Dictionaries are in high agreement when we con-
sider both homonymy and polysemy, and in mod-
erate concordance when we look solely at poly-
semy. The moderate correlations in polysemy de-
piction are not surprising. If one took into ac-
count the fact that our dictionaries might have dif-
ferently clustered meanings, subsenses and mean-
ing shades; might have distinguished more or less



PWN

stalk-n-1

stalk-n-2

stalk-n-3

stalk-n-4

stalk-n-5

Lex definition

stalk-A-n-1 «the main stem of a herbaceous plant»

stalk-A-n-1-1
«a part of a plant (such as a petiole or stipe) 
that supports another»

stalk-A-n-1-2
«a stalklike support for a sessile animal, or 
for an organ in an animal»

stalk-A-n-1-3 «a slender support or stem of an object»

stalk-A-n-1-4
«(in a vehicle) a lever on the steering column 
controlling the indicators, lights, etc.»

stalk-B-n-1
«a stealthy pursuit of someone or 
something»

stalk-B-n-2 «a stiff, striding gait»

definition MW

«a slender upright object or supporting or 
connecting part especially : peduncle» stalk-A-n-1

«the main stem of an herbaceous plant 
often with its dependent parts»

stalk-A-n-2-a

«a part of a plant (such as a petiole or stipe) 
that supports another»

stalk-A-n-2-b

«the act of stalking» stalk-B-n-1

«a stalking gait» stalk-B-n-2

Figure 2: Mapping the equivalents of the noun stalk in Princeton WordNet (PWN), Lexico (Lex) and
Merriam-Webster (MW). The number of possible choices was 25 for Merriam-Webster (5 × 5) and 35
(5 × 7) for Lexico, ca. 1

5 of the combinatorial possibilities was real semantic equivalence, as defined by
the proposition 1.
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Figure 3: 2D histogram of Dijkstra’s distances be-
tween PWN senses (in steps). This time the over-
looked senses landed in the top-most and right-
most sides of the square.

ρ
MW

HP P
LEX .71 .43

CI (0.65, 0.76) (0.38, 0.53)

Table 2: Spearman’s rank correlation ρ be-
tween Lexico (LEX) and Merriam-Webster (MW)
graph distances in two testing scenarios: HP –
homonymy and polysemy cases, P – only poly-
semy cases. ‘CI’ signifies 99% jackknife pseu-
dovalue intervals, n = 57 lemmas, cf. (Efron and
Stein, 1981).
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Figure 4: 2D histogram of Dijkstra’s distances be-
tween PWN senses (in steps) for polysemous sense
pairs noted in both dictionaries.

sense distinctions; might have merged and split the
same semantic space in various ways – it would be-
come obvious that they should differ. Eventually,
differences do not necessarily indicate errors and
may be signs of equally justified semantic descrip-
tions.

We calculated Dijkstra’s shortest path lengths
between PWN senses mapped on the two dictio-
naries within WordNet 3.0. The undirected graph
of WordNet was used. It contained 365,000 bidi-
rectional relation instances. All relation instances
were treated democratically, receiving weights of
1.

Table 3 presents the comparison between Lex-



ico, Merriam-Webster and WordNet in terms
of Spearman’s correlation ρ for polysemy and
homonymy cases. In general, WordNet distances
behaved obviously worse than dictionaries, when
homonymy was considered altogether with pol-
ysemy (‘HP’ scenario). However, when hints
from the oracle were applied (the ‘OHP’ case),
the results became fully comparable with the
Lexico-Merriam-Webster agreement. When we
cut off homonymy pairs, we found the WordNet-
based measure performed almost as well as both
dictionary-based distances (it achieved the lower
confidence limit). It seems that what dictionaries
and WordNet differ in is the proper treatment of
homonymy pairs. In dictionaries the information
is provided by etymologists; WordNet lacks it.

WN
ρ HP OHP P

LEX .46 .70 .36
MW .46 .67 .38

minML .47 .68 .38
LEX-MW CI (0.65, 0.76) (0.38, 0.53)

Table 3: Spearman’s rank correlation ρ between
WordNet (WN) and dictionary graph distances in
three testing scenarios. Symbols: HP – homonymy
& polysemy cases; OHP – homonymy cases
given by the oracle; P – homonymy cases ex-
cluded (n = 680 sense pairs, 57 lemmas); LEX
– Lexico, MW – Merriam-Webster, minML =
min(dist′LEX , dist′MW ), the lowest of two dis-
tance values, where dist′ signifies the standardisa-
tion of distance measures. In bold we indicated re-
sults that fitted corresponding 99% confidence in-
tervals for the LEX-MW comparison.

When one merges the information from both
dictionaries (see Table 3, minML measure), the
Spearman’s correlation increases. We calculated
the minimum value from standardised distances on
both dictionaries, i.e.

minML = min(dist′LEX , dist′MW ). (2)

The obtained scores indicate that dictionaries
might have presented rather complementary pieces
of sense description than inconsistent information.

5 Conclusions
The performed experiments aimed at compar-
ing how similarly two dictionaries described se-
mantic distances in polysemy and homonymy.

We found out that traditional English dictionar-
ies showed traces of positive correlation between
Dijkstra’s path lengths on corresponding poly-
semy nets (0.7 for polysemy and homonymy, and
ρ = 0.4 for sole polysemy). With regard to the
homonymy/polysemy binary distinction, we ob-
tained Cohen’s κ = 0.67 and 85% percentage
agreement.

The agreement with WordNet was moderate in
the case of homonymy and polysemy (ρ ∼ 0.46).
When the oracle was considered (hints on the sta-
tus of homonymous pairs), the correlation rose to
the level of ρ = 0.7 which value was comparable
to the confidence interval calculated for dictionar-
ies. The values calculated for the sole polysemy
(i.e. excluding homonymy) were slightly smaller
than those obtained from the Lexico and Merriam-
Webster comparison. The achieved results resem-
bled agreement measurements reported in the lit-
erature (see Sec. 2 above).

The performed experiments gave an insight into
the debate on the quality of dictionary descrip-
tions. It turned out that lexicographers from dif-
ferent publishing companies provided very similar
semantic description of homonymy – senses were
similarly grouped according to their shared ety-
mology. Dictionaries comparably described also
semantic distance between related senses, when
measured shortest paths on entry microstructures
(micro-hierarchies). WordNet proved its useful-
ness in capturing the strength of polysemy links,
but failed in homonymy recognition.
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